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iPad Case with ultra clear, tough screen protector   Model   1851SP
     Case with screen protector permanently attached to the case so it will be in place when the
case is placed over the iPad.
Same shipping and general information as above.        UPC  605194003099

                                   WIRED KEYBOARDS for iPads

     14-0041-00

iPad is a trademark of Apple Corp

• Full size keys and keyboard with silent operation
• Connection to iPad  or iPad mini by a wired cable and connector
• Immediate operation without any further action, true plug and play
• A durable, rugged, white keyboard 
• Slightly tilting position for easy typing
• Made for the iPad, iPad mini, and some iPhone devices
• Reliable operation in all types of testing and user environments

For Apple Models;       iPad 4, Air, and mini                 iPad 1, 2, and 3 
Connector style;           8 pin,   Lightning                       30 pin
Part number;                555-1                                         555-2
Cable length;               20 inches                                   20 inches
Color;                           White                                         White
UPC code;                   605194003907                          605194003914
Size;                            11.2" x 4.7" x 0.75"                    11.2" x 4.7" x 0.75"    
Weight;                        0.70 lb                                       0.70 lb
Packaged ;                  Individually in a carton               Individually in a carton
Carton size;                11.8” x 5.7” x 1.2”                       11.8” x 5.7” x 1.2”
Ship Weight;               0.75 lb. in carton                        0.75 lb. in carton
Warranty;                    1 year limited.                            1 year limited.

This wired keyboard has plug and play connectivity for the iPad user. Simply plug the keyboard connector into
the iPad port and it is ready to go. There is no syncing or activation or any other settings to make. The keyboard
is a full size typing surface permitting precise keystrokes and smooth quiet operation. There are special shortcut
keys included, but most of all, it is easy to use. Furthermore the keyboard is durable and requires no
maintenance. It is spill resistant and built to provide operation well exceeding 5 million key strokes. There are no
internal batteries or other special active elements. The keyboards are available in 30 pin and 8 pin (Lightning
connector) versions for the iPad and iPad mini, plus some iPhones.

Models   555-1 and 555-2

Wired iPad keyboards permit a simple, reliable, and fast typing option for users where the many properties 
associated with Bluetooth operation are avoided. There is no battery to charge or any wireless RF link to
establish and maintain. When plugged in, the wired keyboard just operates like part of the iPad. The keyboards
are designed to pass the Apple MFI test and have the cable permanently attached. They have a rear stand that
raises the back for a comfortable typing operation. In addition, there is silent key function and an indicator LED
to show the Caps Lock setting. Some features are:


